Dear Hollow Earth List Members,.
In March 2012, Foster Gamble was on Coast to Coast AM with John B. Wells and talked about his video Thrive,
in which he explains very well how the international bankers create an economy of scarcity to give themselves
wealth and power over all the rest of us. Foster talks about how free energy technology has been suppressed
which if given to the world would create a paradigm of abundance. He explains how abundance systems
emanate from an energy pattern called a torus (donut shape), which is, in fact, the shape of our hollow earth, as
well as all bodies in space.
Not only has free energy inventions been suppressed but also the discovery that our earth is hollow, as well as
all bodies in space.
And apparently our efforts to mount an expedition to our hollow earth has been suppressed. First, we lost Steve
Currey, our first expedition leader in 2006 when he got brain cancer, and died just one month before our
scheduled overflight of the Arctic to pin-point the location of the north polar opening. Subsequently, the Currey
family canceled the expedition and returned expedition members monies.
See:
http://www.voyagehollowearth.com/
Then in 2010, Terry Smith, an Alaskan bush pilot, who had agreed to fly us in his seaplane to the inner continent,
ran into a mountain killing himself and an Alaskan Senator.
Dr. Brooks Agnew’s North Pole Inner Earth Expedition has not been able to raise sufficient funds through
donations to carry out that expedition, and now the Russians are decommissioning their nuclear icebreakers.
But I haven’t given up.
I believe the solution is to create a virtual city to fund a vehicle.
In the Thrive video the torus is described as the basic design of abundance in the universe. The torus also
describes the shape of the earth, the sun and all bodies in space – they are all hollow with interior suns that give
life and light to their interior worlds. I have been studying this for years as described in my ebook available on my
website, World Top Secret: Our Earth Is Hollow! with all the evidence I have gathered over the years.
http://www.ourhollowearth.com/
In my ebook, I concluded that many if not most of the flying saucers seen around the world come from the hollow
interior of our own earth, and that of other planets in our solar system. Those that come from our hollow earth
are intimately concerned about preventing nuclear war, because they share our atmosphere through openings at
the poles that lead to their inner world. Admiral Richard E. Byrd flew there several times in 1926, 1929, 1947 and
1956, but was told to keep it a secret. The Rockefellers helped fund many of his exploratory flights, so you can
see why they would want to keep it a secret from we, the people, whom they have enslaved to their monetary,
energy, and pharmaceutical monopolies.
But all that can change. We can do this by creating our own community with it's own unique monetary system to
produce an economy of abundance.
I discovered the solution to the economic woes we see in the world today when I read Ellen Brown’s book, the
Web of Debt.
In Ellen’s history of money is mentioned that the British had five hundred years of economic stability during the
middle ages using the tally stick system. It was instituted by the son of William the Conqueror, King Henry I. My
own ancestor CLOUGH came over with William the Conqueror from Normandy, France and was given an estate
in Yorkshire, England by William.
In the Tally System, the people paid the King and the King’s agent took a stick and notched the stick so that
when split both sticks had the notches indicating how much taxes were paid. Then both the King and the
taxpayer used their half of the stick as money. The goldsmiths turned bankers eventually did away with the tally
system in favor of their debt-based monetary system.
The great thing about the Tally System was that it was asset-based monetary system, not debt-based. It also
automatically governed the introduction of new money into the economy exactly to the degree that production

was increased, resulting in no inflation and no scarcity. It was an abundance economic system, where all new
money created went to the tax-payer. And since the new money was in exactly the same amount as taxes paid,
the tax-payer received back in new money the cost of his taxes.
The gold smith bankers insisted that money needed to be based on their gold and silver, but that was a lie.
These sleazy bankers always introduced more receipts into the economy for the gold and silver in their vaults
than they had in gold and silver to back them up, which when the people learned about it, there were frequent
runs on the banks. The bankers called their faulty fractional reserve system “real money” while the tally stick
asset-based monetary system was, according to their lie, “unsound money.” The truth was the opposite. The
banker’s monetary system is a debt-based system, which because the money charged as interest on the debt is
never created, eventually concentrates all wealth into the hands of the bankers, whereas the tally system was an
asset-based receipt monetary system that gave all new money created to the taxpayer based on his production.
I propose that we return our world economy back to the abundance system based on the tally-stick monetary
system, applied, of course, to present world conditions.
Basically, the tally stick was a “receipt” for taxes paid. And the stick or receipt kept by the tax-payer and used as
money was the NEW money that present day bankers get the benefit of by creating new money as debt out of
thin air.
I have written about this in my article at:
http://www.ourhollowearth.com/saveourcountrynow.htm
In my Asset Based Receipt Monetary System I propose a monetary system that promotes abundance rather
than scarcity as the present-day bank-driven debt-based economic system does.
The asset-based monetary system would be set up as a bank 100% owned by the government of the people,
and the ONLY new money created would be receipts for taxes paid, I suggest a flat 10% voluntary income tax.
No fractional reserve banking would be allowed, and all new money goes to the tax payer as a receipt for taxes
paid. So it won’t cost the tax payer anything to pay his taxes, the government gets all the money it needs, and
the 10% voluntary income tax paid by the taxpayer will actually increase his income 2.36 times every ten years.
Although State and Federal governments can implement this Asset-based monetary system if they want, I
suggest that we can start with a virtual city on the Internet. Once the virtual city is up and running, we can create
a city based on this economic system on the ground somewhere, then use that city’s success to help create
another city, and then another, until we fill the world. The city can be called the City of Light, and the money can
be called “Lights.” No debt will exist in this system. The city could be set up as a corporation with all tax-paying
citizens as the only stock holders. It would have only one bank, the City of Light Bank. I’ve been working on a
proposed Charter for the City of Light.
The Virtual City of Light would exist on the Internet, and as members join, and money comes in, then we’ll have
a vote to see where we will build the first city on the ground. I envision this city being the place where we can
implement free energy and flying saucer technology. I even I have a design for such systems myself that we
could use.
I have created a website for our Virtual City of Light where you can join as citizens of this community. As citizens
pay their voluntary 10% income tax, (10% of salaried income, and 10% of net business income), we can elect
city officials, set up the community as a corporation, and then select some land somewhere to build our City of
Light on the ground.
In view of the eminent economic collapse in bankruptcy of the United States and the world, I believe this is the
best way we can secure our wealth in the coming years, and build an economic base that will allow us to expand
to all the world by building other Cities of Light. As each city becomes stable, citizens can be selected to start
another city. Thus we can change our world economic system, one city at a time. At some point, we can take a
vote to send an expedition to Our Hollow Earth to see if they will let us build Cities of Light there.
Rodney M. Cluff
http://www.ourhollowearth.com/
http://www.virtualcityoflight.org/

